We consider the problem of maximizing the expected sum of n variables X k chosen sequentially in an i.i.d. sequence of length N . It is equivalent to the following resource allocation problem: n machines have to be allocated to N jobs of value X k (k = 1; : : : ; N ) arriving sequentially, the i-th machine has a (known) probability p i to perform the job successfully and the total expected reward must be maximized. The optimal solution of this stochastic dynamic{programming problem is derived when the distribution of the X k 's is known: the optimal threshold for accepting X k , or allocating the i-th machine to job k, is given by a backward recurrence equation. This optimal solution is compared to the simpler (but suboptimal) open{loop feedback{optimal solution for which the threshold is constant, and their asymptotic behaviors are investigated. The asymptotic behavior of the optimal threshold is used to derive a simple open{loop solution, which is proved to be asymptotically optimal (N ! 1 with n xed) for a large class of distributions. Certainty equivalence is proposed for the case where the distribution of the X k 's is unknown and estimated on{line. Simulation results indicate that open{loop rules can achieve good performance.
Introduction
Consider the situation where N items are generated sequentially, the characteristic of interest of the k-th item being measured by a scalar variable X k 2 X. One wishes to 1 sift out the n best items in terms of their X value, that is, to maximize P n i=1 X k i , with k i 2 f1;:::;Ng the index of the i-th item selected. The decision to select the k-th item or not must be taken on{line, that is, at time k, and X k is observed before one makes a decision. The X k 's are assumed to be independently identically distributed 1 (i.i.d.) random variables with probability measure ( ). Let fu k g k be the decision sequence, with u k = 1 if item k is selected at step k, and u k = 0 otherwise. The problem is then: maximize EJ N (u N 1 ) = Ef N X k=1 u k X k g; (1) with u N 1 = (u 1 ; : : :; u N ) satisfying the constraints 2 u j 2 U j = f0;1g; j = 1; : : : ; N ; N X k=1 u k = n : (2) The expectation in (1) is with respect to the product measure N ( ) of (X 1 ; : : : ; X N ) and X k is known when u k is selected. The measure ( ) is assumed to be non degenerate (it has several support points if it is discrete) and such that EfjXjg < 1, with Ef:g the expectation with respect to X. Note that by changing the probability measure of the X k 's one can consider objectives having the form Ef P N k=1 u k f(X k )g, see Example 2 (ii) in Section 3.3. We shall see that at step j, with N ?j +1 items still available and a j already selected, the optimal solution is de ned by thresholdss(j; a j ) such that X j is selected if larger thans(j; a j ) and is rejected otherwise. Many decision problems can be formulated in this way, and we only mention some of them.
(i) Selling with a deadline. One has to sell n identical items within a given period of time, say N days, one o er X k comes each day to buy one item, and is lost if not immediately accepted. (ii) Selection of best items. n items can be collected, e.g. for delayed processing, with X k the score of item k, e.g. its information content. The decision to collect items or not must be taken on{line, and any item selected at step j cannot be replaced by another one at step k > j. For instance, for some experiments in nuclear physics, events are selected according to the energy dissipated in a detector 8]. (iii) Sequential experimental design. One has to estimate a scalar parameter from observations y k = ( ; Z k ) + k , with f k g k an i.i.d. sequence. The experimental conditions are characterized by the Z k 's, which are i.i.d. and independent of f k g k .
They are generated sequentially, and the decision of observing y k or not must be 1 The case of sub-and supermartingales is considered in Theorem 2 of 9]: when the X k 's form a submartingale, that is, EfX k jX 1 ; : : : ; X k?1 g X k?1 , k 2, the optimal rule is to select the last n items. When they form a supermartingale, EfX k jX 1 ; : : : ; X k?1 g X k?1 , k 2, it is optimal to select the rst n items. 2 Most examples involve non{negative X k 's. In this case, the developments in the paper remain valid when the constraint (2) is relaxed to P N k=1 u k n. taken on{line. Only n observations are allowed. When the objective is to make a precise estimation of , and the criterion is the Fisher information (see e.g. 22] ), evaluated at a prior nominal value^ 0 for , one has to maximize P n i=1 X k i (^ 0 ), with X k i ( ) = (@ ( ; Z k i )=@ ) 2 , k i 2 f1;:::;Ng.
(iv) Secretary problem. One has to appoint n persons among N applicants that are interviewed sequentially. The decision to appoint a candidate or not is taken immediately after the interview, X k is the score given to candidate k. This is a generalization of Problem 9 in Chap. 2 of 6], for which n = 1; see also Problem 16 in Chap. 4 of 7], vol. 1. It corresponds to a modi cation of the \secretary problem", which has a long history, see 14, 15, 17] . In the basic form of the problem, all X k 's are di erent, only their relative ranks are observed, ( ) is unknown, n = 1 and one aims at maximizing the probability of selecting the applicant with the largest score. The optimal strategy, see 18] , is then to reject the rst (approximately) N=e items and accept the next item with X value larger than all of preceding ones (if there is no such item, one proceeds till the end of the game and retain the last item, with a loss). Many generalizations have been considered. For instance, in 28, 31] the applicants can refuse the o er of being selected with a known xed probability, and o ers are made inde nitely until one is accepted. A similar situation is considered in 4], with the constraint that only m o ers are made. Moreover, in 32] the probability that an applicant will refuse an o er depends on its relative rank. In 26, 33] , one can recall a candidate to whom an o er was not previously made. Tamaki 30] allows one to make an o er to the last applicant interviewed, who will accept with a given probability p 1 , and also to the last m applicants, who will accept with a given probability p 2 . In 23, 34] , the original problem is relaxed by considering that a win is obtained if the item retained has overall rank less than or equal to s 1. Few extensions to n > 1 seem to exist. The case n = 2, with a win if the best and second best applicants are selected, is considered in 29]. Note, however, that there is an important di erence between the standard secretary problem and (1,2): in the rst case the payo is zero or one, and no assumption on the probability measure for the scores X k is made. We shall return to this point in Section 5, where the measure ( ) is supposed to be unknown. There is a most interesting connection between (1,2) and the seemingly more di cult problem of sequential resource allocation, hence the title of the paper. Consider a situation where N jobs arrive sequentially, job k having value X k . There are N machines available, and associated with machine i is a probability p i that it will perform the job successfully. The relative ranks of the p i 's are known. The problem is to allocate machines to arriving jobs, so as to maximize the total expected reward; that is, maximize ER N = Ef N X k=1 p j k X k g; (3) where the random variable j k labels the machine allocated to job k. Note that if there are n > N machines available, only the N machines with largest p i 's have to be considered, 3 whereas if n < N one can consider N ?n virtual machines with associated p i equal to zero.
For that reason, one can always assume that n = N. It is shown in 9] that the optimal solution of this stochastic assignment problem is as follows. At step j, with N ? j + 1 jobs to be allocated to the remaining N ? j + 1 machines, with associated probabilities p(j; j) p(j; j + 1) p(j; N), there exist thresholds ?1 = (j; j ? 1) (j; j) (j; j+1) (j; N?1) (j; N) = 1 such that the machine with probability p(j; i) should be used if (j; i ? 1) < X j (j; i). Moreover, the thresholds are independent of the values of the p i 's, see 9]. Taking n p i 's equal to one and N ?n equal to zero makes this assignment problem equivalent to the selection problem (1,2), and the thresholdss(j; a j ) and j; N ? (n ? a j )] exactly coincide. Therefore, by solving (1,2) one also solves the resource allocation problem (3) . In what follows we shall only consider the formulation (1,2) of the problem.
The main purpose of the paper is to construct simple open{loop decision rules that are asymptotically optimal when N ! 1 with n xed. The case n = N ? N ], N ! 1 with 2 (0; 1) and x] rounding x towards nearest integer, is considered in 1], where a strategy that uses a constant threshold s ( ) is shown to be asymptotically optimal.
The case where n is xed is more di cult: maintaining the threshold constant is not asymptotically optimal, and we need to adapt the threshold as a function of the index j of the current step and the number a j of items already collected. Two decision rules are considered in Section 2: the optimal (closed{loop) solution and the open{loop feedback{optimal solution. Their behaviors, especially for N ! 1 with n xed, are investigated in Section 3. In Section 4 we use the asymptotic behavior of the optimal solution to derive a simpler open{loop solution which is shown to be asymptotically optimal for a large class of distributions. The case where the distribution of the X k 's is unknown is considered in Section 5, with an approach based on certainty equivalence. The proofs of all lemmas and theorems are given in an appendix.
The Closed{Loop and Open{Loop Feedback solutions
For any sequence u N 1 and any step j, 1 j N, a j will denote the number of items already stored; that is, a j = j?1 X k=1 u k ; (4) with a 1 = 0. Consider rst the case where the measure ( ) of X is known (the case where it is unknown will be considered in Section 5). The problem then reduces to an usual discrete{time stochastic control problem, where j represents time, (a j ; X j ) 2 f0;:::;ng X represents the state at time j and u j 2 U j f0;1g the control at time j. For each j 2 f1;:::;Ng and each policy u N j , one can consider the conditional expected gain{to{go at time j given the state (a j ; X j ):
C(j; a j ; X j ; u N j ) = Ef N X k=j u k X k ja j ; X j g:
Problem (1,2) then corresponds to the maximization of C(1; a 1 = 0; X 1 ; u N 1 ), where, for all j, the control function u j only depends on the past states (a 1 ; X 1 ; : : :; a j ; X j ). The constraint (2) translates into constraints on the admissible sets:
U k = f1g for k = j; : : : ; N if a j + N ? j + 1 n (6) (all remaining items are selected) and U k = f0g for k = j; : : : ; N if a j = n (7) (no further item can be selected).
Open{loop Feedback{Optimal decisions
The suboptimal approach called Open{Loop Feedback{Optimal (OLFO) in control theory takes decisions optimally at each step j, with the restriction that future decisions u k , k > j, should only depend on u j and the present state (a j ; X j ), see, e.g., 5]. At step j, with n?N+j?1 < a j < n, u j is chosen so as to maximize the expected gain{to{go; that is, u j = arg max u j 2f0;1g u j X j + max u N j+1 Ef P N k=j+1 u k X k ja j ; X j g]]. Since u N j+1 only depends on u j ; a j ; X j , Ef P N k=j+1 u k X k ja j ; X j g = (n ? a j ? u j )EfXg. For n ? N + j ? 1 < a j < n, the OLFO rule is thus:û j (a j ; X j ) = ( 0 if X j EfXg ; 1 otherwise, where the choiceû j (a j ; EfXg) = 0 is arbitrary. It relies on the comparison of X j with a constant threshold, equal to EfXg. More generally, letĈ s (j; a j ; X j ) denote the conditional expected gain{to{go (5) for a rule using a constant threshold s, and letĉ s (j; a j ) denote its expected value with respect to X j . One has, for n ? N + j ? 1 < a j < n,Ĉ s (j; a j ; X j ) = u s j (a j ; X j )X j +ĉ s j + 1; a j +û s j (a j ; X j )], and thereforê c s (j; a j ) =x(s) + F(s)ĉ s (j + 1; a j + 1) + F(s)ĉ s (j + 1; a j ) ; (8) wherex (s) = EfX1 X>s g and F(s) = 1 ? F(s) ; (9) with F( ) the distribution function of X (F(x) =Prob X x]) and 1 A ( ) the indicator function of the set A (1 A (x) = 1 if x 2 A, 1 A (x) = 0 otherwise). The two cases (6) and (7) respectively giveĉ s (j; n + j ? N ? 1) = (N ? j + 1)EfXg andĈ s (j; n; X j ) = 0 for all X j , which is used to initialize the backward recurrence (8). ; (10) with the constraints (6,7) on the sets U j . LetC(j; a j ; X j ) denote the optimal conditional expected gain{to{go (5) when u N j is chosen optimally, andc(j; a j ) denote its expected value with respect to X j . One has, for n ? N + j ? 1 < a j < n,C(j; a j ; X j ) = max u j 2f0;1g u j X j +c(j + 1; a j + u j )]. The optimal decision is thus u j (a j ; X j ) = ( 0 if X j s(j; a j ) =c(j + 1; a j ) ?c(j + 1; a j + 1) ;
which givesC(j; a j ; X j ) = max X j +c(j+1; a j +1);c(j+1; a j )] and the following backward recurrence equation forc(j; a j ):
c(j; a j ) = Efmax X +c(j + 1; a j + 1);c(j + 1; a j )]g : (12) The two cases (6) and (7) givec(j; j +n?N ?1) = (N ?j +1)EfXg andC(j; n; X j ) = 0 for all X j , which initializes the recurrence (12). One starts at step 1 in the lower left corner of the matrices. If (i; j) is the position at step k, the position at step k + 1 is (i ? 1; j + 1) if X k is larger than the threshold (that is, EfXg for the OLFO rule,T i;j for the optimal rule) and (i; j + 1) otherwise. (14) T ' 
2
In this simple example the expected gain{to{go and optimal thresholds tend to a limit when the number N ?j of steps{to{go increases while the storage capacity remains bounded. This type of behavior is general when the support of ( ) is bounded from above, as shown in the next section. Since, at step j, n ? a j items are still to be collected among N ? j + 1, an intuitive open{loop sequential decision rule for n ? N + j ? 1 < a j < n is as follows:
u j (a j ; X j ) = ( 0 if X j s(j; a j ) = EfX n?a j ;N?j+1 g; 1 otherwise.
For the uniform law, this gives the thresholds s(j; a j ) = N ?j+2?(n?a j )]=(N ?j+2).
We shall see (Examples 2 and 3 and Remark 3) that this rule is generally asymptotically suboptimal (for N ! 1 with n xed). Another simple open{loop rule will be suggested in Section 4 and will be proved to be asymptotically optimal for a large class of distributions.
Constant threshold
Consider a decision rule that uses a constant threshold s. We reverse the course of time in order to transform the backward recurrence (8) 
The limiting behavior of^ k m when m tends to in nity is then given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 For any xed k 0 and any s such that F(s) > 0, the decision rule that uses a constant threshold s is such that
withx(s) and F(s) given by (9 
Note that (21) can be used to optimize the threshold s: for any (m; k) xed in advance, one can determine the threshold s (m; k) that will give the maximum possible value of the expected gain{to{go among all strategies that use a constant threshold. We shall see (Example 4 (ii)) that this approach is generally suboptimal, even asymptotically. 
Optimal decisions
We use notations similar to previous section, and denote the optimal expected gain{to{gõ c(j; a j ) by~ k m , with k = n ? a j and m = N + 1 ? j ? n + a j . The two situations (6) and (7) give now~ (25) where the inequality is strict when F(s 1 ) > 0, that is, when s 1 < M, and 8s 1 < s 2 ; s 1 + h(s 1 ) s 2 + h(s 2 ) ; (26) where the inequality is strict when F(s 2 ) < 1, that is, when s 2 > M 0 . When ( ) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, with '( ) its density, then h( ) is two times di erentiable and dh(s)
ds 2 = '(s) : (27) We shall denote the optimal threshold in the decision rule (11) 
The optimal expected gain{to{go satis es 8m 0 ; k 1 ;~ k m < kM : (33) Next theorem gives the limiting performance of the optimal decision rule.
Theorem 2 The optimal expected gain-to-go and optimal threshold satisfy 8k 1 ; lim
with M 2 IR f+1g the supremum of the support of ( ).
Example 1: (continued) One has M = 6, so that the third column of the matricesG andT respectively tend to (6; 12; 18) > and (6; 6; 6) > when N tends to in nity, see (14, 15) . Note that for the decision rule (17), derived from the optimal non{sequential policy of Section 3.1, one gets: We consider two di erent densities for X:
We take = 1 in the computations below.
(i) Consider rst the case N = 1000; n = 3. Figure 1 presents the evolution ofc(j; 3) (full line) andĉ(j; 3) (dashed line) as functions of j for ' 1 ( ). The corresponding upper bound (16) is in dotted line. Figure 2 presents the curves obtained for ' 2 ( ). For both densities, the performance of the optimal rule is much better than that of OLFO decisions, and the loss due to the sequential character of the decisions is small.
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Figure 3 concerns the case where optimal decisions are taken with the wrong density. For the curve in dashed line, optimal decisions are taken for ' 1 ( ) while the true density is ' 2 ( ). For the curve in full line, the true density is ' 1 ( ) and optimal decisions are for ' 2 ( ). Comparison with Figures 1 and 2 indicates that errors on the assumed distribution of the X k 's produce a reasonably small decrease of performance for the optimal decision rule. This robustness with respect to the assumed distribution will be important when the distribution will be estimated, see Section 5.
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(ii) Take now N = 1000; n = 1. Figure 4 presentsc(j; 1) (full line) andĉ s (j;1) (j; 1) (dash{dotted line) as functions of j for ' 1 ( ), with s (j; 1) the optimal value of s obtained by maximizingc s (j; 1) with respect to s, see (21) :ĉ s (j;1) (j; 1) is thus the maximum value of the expected gain{to{go that could be obtained with a rule that uses a constant threshold from the current step j up to j = N. Keeping the threshold constant appears to be suboptimal, even asymptotically, already in the case n = 1.
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From Theorems 1 and 2 the performance of the OLFO rule can be much worse than that of the optimal rule, in particular when the probability measure ( ) has a thin tail, as illustrated by Example 4 (i). Keeping the threshold constant, even if optimized, is also suboptimal, as shown in Figure 4 . On the other hand, the optimal threshold follows a nonlinear recurrence equation, which may require heavy computations (note in particular that it is impossible to compute all the thresholds in advance when the distribution of the X k 's is estimated on{line, as it is the case in Section 5). The derivation of a simpler open{loop solution, with performance close to optimal, is thus of special interest. A natural approach is to use an adaptive threshold, of the formŝ k m = f(m; k), with f(m; k) derived from the asymptotic behavior of the thresholds k m of the optimal solution. This is considered in the next section. 4 An asymptotically optimal open{loop rule We assume that ( ) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, with density '( ) having unbounded support (M = 1). We know from Theorem 2 that the optimal expected gain{to{go~ k m ! 1 when m ! 1 with k xed, k 1, whereas, from Theorem 1,^ k m remains bounded when the threshold s is kept constant. The purpose of this section is to construct open{loop decision rules with a performance close to optimal when m ! 1. We make the following assumption on the tail of ( ). H1: F( ) is twice di erentiable, the density '( ) is such that '(s) > 0 and its derivative ' 0 ( ) satis es ' 0 (s) < 0 for s larger than some s 1 We shall use the following de nitions to characterize the asymptotic performance of a given decision rule.
De nition 1 Consider a suboptimal decision rule with expected gain{to{go k m . We shall say that it is asymptotically equivalent to the optimal rule (AEOR) if k m =~ k m ! 1 as m ! 1, and that it is asymptotically optimal (AO) if~ k m ? k m ! 0 as m ! 1.
Note that asymptotic optimality implies asymptotic equivalence to the optimal rule. We make the conjecture that it is more generally the case for distributions satisfying H1 with lim sup s!1 a(s) < C < 1. at step m su ciently large one freezes the threshold at the value F ?1 1=( Am)], the ratio of the expected gain{to{go to its optimal value will be close to R < 1. On the other hand, this ratio will be arbitrarily close to 1 for m large enough when the threshold is adaptive, that is, equal to F ?1 1=( Am)] at each step m. 
with 0 < << 1. It gives, for any X j , u j (n; X j ) = 0 and u j (a j ; X j ) = 1 if n?a j N?j+1, in agreement with (6, 7) . It also satis es the conditions on s k m in Theorem 3. In Example 4, part (ii) of the theorem applies, and the evolution of the expected gain{to{go for the adaptive rule (38) is hardly distinguishable from the curves in full line in Figures 1, 2 and 4, which are obtained for the optimal decisions. In the following example, Theorem 3 does not apply, and (38) is asymptotically suboptimal.
We take F(s) = s ? , s 2 1; 1), with = 2, n = 10 items to collect and N = 1000. Figure 5 presents the evolution ofc(j; 10) (full line),ĉ(j; 10) (dashed line) and c(j; 10) (dash-dotted line) which corresponds to (38), as functions of j. The two open{loop rules are clearly suboptimal, although the loss remains reasonably small for (38).
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2 In practice, the true distribution of the X k 's is generally unknown and is estimated on{line. This situation is considered in the next section.
On{line estimation of the distribution
Assume now that ( ) is unknown and estimated on{line, with^ j the measure estimated at step j (after X j has been observed). Let J j = (j; a j ; x j 1 ) denote the information to be used at step j for both estimation and decision, with a j given by (4) and x j 1 = (X 1 ; : : : ; X j ). The problem to be solved at step j is still given by (10) , with E X j f g denoting E X j f jJ j?1 g. It is shown in 3] that problems (1,2) and (3) remain equivalent when ( ) belongs to some parametric family, say = , the parameters having a prior distribution and being updated according to Bayes rule as successive X k 's are observed. The optimal solution (closed{loop) is derived for some special families of distributions (normal, uniform, Gamma). We adopt here a simpler approach, and consider decisions based on certainty equivalence 3 (CE), see 7] , vol. 1, p. 248: at step j, the optimal and OLFO strategies are determined as in Section 2, with ( ) replaced by an estimate^ j ( ). When ( ) belongs to a known parametric family, that is, = , we use^ j = ^ j , witĥ j the estimate of obtained at step j from x j 1 . When no such prior knowledge on ( ) is available, we use the empirical distribution of the X k 's. Several observations are needed to obtain a reliable empirical distribution^ j , or a reliable estimate^ j . The approach we suggest is derived from the optimal strategy for the secretary problem, see (iv) in Section 1.
De ne r by r = minfr such that c r?1 1 > c r g;
with c r = 1=r + 1=(r + 1) + + 1=(N ?1), r N ?1. Lindley 18] shows that for n = 1, by rejecting the rst r ? 1 observations and then accepting the rst X k larger than all previous ones, one maximizes the probability of selecting the largest X. This probability is then (r ? 1)c r ?1 =N. When N ! 1, both the probability of winning and r =N tend to 1=e ' 0:386. When n = 1, we shall thus reject the rst r ? 1 X k 's before starting a CE strategy. When more items have to be selected (n > 1), less data should be rejected. Simulations indicate that the heuristic rule reject X j if j 1 + log(n ? a j )] r ? 1
performs reasonably well. Consider the situation where the empirical distribution of the X k 's is used, and let F j ( ) denote the empirical distribution function of X based on x j 1 . In the CE version of the open{loop rule (38), we reject X 1 and then substitute F j ( ) for F( ) at any step j > 1. This CE open{loop rule can be expressed directly in terms of the order statistics fX i;j?1 g: u j (a j ; X j ) = ( 0 if X j < X l j ;j?1 ; 1 otherwise, 
where dxe rounds x to the nearest larger integer. Indeed, X j < X l j ;j?1 implies F j (X j ) l j =j, and thus F j (X j ) (n ? a j )= A(N ? j + 1) + (1 ? A)(n ? a j ) ? ] and u j (a j ; X j ) = 0 in (38); X j X l j ;j?1 implies F j (X j ) (l j ? 1)=j and thus u j (a j ; X j ) = 1 in (38).
Figure 6 presents l j given by (42) as a function of j > 1 for N = 50, A = 1, = 0:01, a j = 0 and n = 1 ( ), n = 5 (+), n = 10 ( ). Only the values l j < j are plotted; for j large enough (with a j = 0), l j j and any item is selected. This corresponds to the constraint (6) . Note that l j 1 for any j 2, so that the rst item larger than X 1 is always accepted if (41,42) are used starting at j = 2. Small values of X might thus be accepted in case X 1 is small, hence the importance of forcing the rejection of rst items by (40).
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Example 6:
Assume that the true measure ( ) has the density ' 2 ( ) in (36), with = 1. We take N = 50, which gives r = 19 in (39), and compare six di erent strategies:
S 1 is the CE open{loop rule de ned by (40-42) with A = 1, = 0:01; it is suboptimal because of CE and because of the open{loop decisions; S 2 rejects all X j 's for j r ? 1, with r given by (39), and then accepts any X j if larger than all previous ones or if a j + N ?j + 1 n; when n = 1, it maximizes the probability of selecting the largest X k ; S 3 is optimal for the true measure ; S 4 is the OLFO-CE rule with the empirical measure^ j ; it is suboptimal because of CE and open-loop decisions; S 5 is the optimal-CE rule with the empirical measure^ j ; it is suboptimal because of CE; S 6 is the optimal-CE rule with the measure ^ j , where the parameter corresponds to the standard deviation in ' 2 ( ), see (36), and^ j is the empirical standard deviation of x j 1 ; it is suboptimal because of CE but it uses more information than S 5 about ( ).
(i) Consider rst the case n = 1.
To compare the performances of the six strategies above, we performed 1000 independent repetitions of the sequential screening experiment. Table 4 gives the empirical means and standard deviations of J = P u k X k and n for the six strategies, with n = 1 if X 1;N is selected, and n = 0 otherwise. The empirical means and standard deviations of the computing times T are also indicated (the computations are performed in MATLAB on a personal computer equipped with a Pentium processor 150 MHz). Note that for S 3 , the optimal thresholds are only computed once, at j = 1, hence the small value of EfTg compared to S 6 .
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The upper bound (16) on J obtained for the non{sequential selection of X 1;50 is approximately equal to 2.51. The theoretical value ofc(1; 0) for = , which corresponds to S 3 , is approximately 2.30. The decrease of performance due to the on{line character of the decisions is thus rather small for strategies S 1 ; S 3 ; S 5 and S 6 . The loss due to CE is small: compare S 5 and S 6 to S 3 . Using open{loop decisions has also a small e ect when the threshold is adaptive: compare S 1 with S 5 . On the contrary, the loss is important when OLFO is used, see the results obtained for S 4 . The theoretical value ofĉ(1; 0) for = is approximately 1.37, so that the poor performance of S 4 is not due to CE. Note that, as indicated by Theorems 1 and 2, the superiority of S 1 ; S 3 ; S 5 and S 6 over S 4 would increase with N. S 2 performs rather poorly in terms of J, although it is optimal in terms of n when nothing is known about ( ) (the theoretical expected value of n is (r ? 1)c r ?1 =N ' 0:3743). S 3 performs better than S 2 in terms of n , but assumes that ( ) is known. Selecting one X k at random gives on the average J = EfXg = p 2= p ' 0:798 and Efn g = 1=50.
Since the standard deviations in Table 1 are rather large, we perform a statistical analysis of the results based on the method of paired comparisons. First, we compute the di erences between the performances of each pair of strategies, the same X k 's being used for all strategies in each experiment. For comparing S j with S k , we compute j;k J;i = unknown, although, of course, S 2 is recommended if the characteristic of interest is n . We shall see below that the situation is much di erent for S 2 when n > 1.
(ii) Consider now the case n = 10. Figure 7 presents the evolution of the thresholds used at step j to select u j : the curve in dashed line corresponds to S 5 and that in full line to S 3 . The values of X k are indicated by stars. The ten values above the dashed line (resp. full line) correspond to those that are sifted out by the decision rule S 5 (resp. S 3 ). As j increases, the empirical measure^ j tends to and the decisions for S 5 get closer to the optimal ones. In this particular run, for j = 46; : : : ; 49, S 3 still has 2 items to select, whereas S 5 has only one. The threshold thus becomes zero at j = 49 for S 3 and only at j = 50 for S 5 , the last item X 50 being selected by S 3 but not by S 5 .
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We performed again 1000 independent repetitions of the sequential screening experiment. Table 4 gives the empirical means and standard deviations of J = P u k X k , n and computing times T for the six strategies, with n now de ned as the number of X k selected that are actually among the n largest values, that is, those that satisfy X k X n;N . The small value of EfTg for S 3 is due to the fact that the optimal thresholds are only computed once, at j = 1.
POSSIBLE LOCATION OF TABLE 4
The upper bound (16) on J obtained for the non{sequential selection of X 1;50 ; : : :; X 10;50 is approximately equal to 17.3. The theoretical value ofc(1; 0) for = , which corresponds to S 3 , is approximately 16.63, which coincides with the value in the table. The performances of S 1 ; S 3 ; S 5 and S 6 are rather close to the upper bound 17.3, and the comparison of S 5 and S 6 to S 3 shows that the loss due to CE is small. The loss due to open{loop decisions is small when the threshold is adaptive, compare S 1 with S 5 , but this loss is important when OLFO is used, see S 4 . The theoretical value ofĉ(1; 0) for = is approximately 13.65, so that the poor performance of S 4 is not due to CE. Again, the superiority of S 1 ; S 3 ; S 5 and S 6 over S 4 would increase with N, see Theorems 1 and 2. S 2 has very poor performance: selecting 10 X k 's at random already gives on the average J = 10EfXg = 10 p 2= p ' 7:98.
The expected value of n for 10 X k 's taken at random among 50 i.i.d. values is 2 (see 24], p. 35). We see that strategies S 1 ; S 3 ; S 5 and S 6 are thus rather e cient at selecting the best items. During the 1000 repetitions of the experiment, the 10 best items X 1;50 ; : : : ; X 10;50 were selected 116 times by S 3 , 17 times by S 5 , 12 by S 6 and 9 by S 1 . S 2 and S 4 never succeeded to select all of them. These results might seem rather poor, but it should be noticed that the probability of selecting these 10 largest values by a pure random choice is as small as 0:97 10 ?10 ! (see 24], p. 35).
A statistical analysis of the results based on the method of paired comparisons yields to the values of j;k J and j;k n , given in Tables 5 and 6 respectively.  POSSIBLE LOCATION OF TABLE 5   POSSIBLE LOCATION OF TABLE 6 One can conclude from these results that the strategies can be ranked by order of increasing performance as follows, both in terms of J and n : S 2 S 4 S 1 S 5 S 6 S 3 . S 2 is the worst strategy for J and n among those considered. This is due to the rejection of the rst r ?1 items, with r chosen independently of n. The performances of S 5 and S 6 are very close, although S 6 uses more information. This con rms the observation made in 3] that distribution{free approaches should be preferred to Bayesian optimal rules when prior information is poor (note that we did not assume any prior on for S 6 , and simply used the empirical estimate^ j = stdfx j 1 g). S 5 is thus very e cient when no prior information on ( ) is available. Taking the computing times in Table 4 into account, together with the fact that the performances of S 5 and S 1 are close, we conclude that S 1 is a most attractive strategy.
6 Conclusions and further developments
We have used the asymptotic behavior of the optimal closed{loop solution of a sequential screening (or stochastic assignment) problem to derive a simple open{loop rule with good asymptotic performance. In particular, its asymptotic optimality has been proved for a large class of distributions.
The case of distributions with bounded support has only been touched at through examples (2 and 3). They indicate that for n = 1, the optimal thresholds satisfy a property similar to Lemma 4 (iv). However, Example 2 shows that the extension to n > 1 might be di cult.
Several generalizations of problems (1,2), or (3), might be considered: another cost, function of k, could be added to the sum of the X k 's; the X k 's might arrive in time according to some process until a random deadline T, or each p i might become zero after a deadline T i , see 25]; the X k 's might be correlated, e.g. the distributions of two successive X k 's might be governed by a Markov chain, see 2] which generalizes the results of 1]. The extension of the asymptotic results (N ! 1 with n xed) of Section 4 to these situations deserves further studies.
Certainty equivalence has been forced in the case where the distribution of the X k 's is unknown: we reject the rst t samples, with t chosen according to a heuristic rule, see (40), derived from the optimal solution of the secretary problem, and then replace at each step the unknown distribution by an estimate. Although this is suboptimal, numerical simulations indicate that the loss of optimality is reasonably small. in a given set, see, e.g., 11, 22, 27] . When the Z k i 's must be selected sequentially from a given i.i.d. sequence Z 1 ; : : :; Z N , the problem resembles (1,2), with, however, the important di erence that the criterion is no longer additive. Note that the optimal decisions depend on which is unknown. Certainty equivalence might be used when can be estimated on{line. A simple open{loop policy (the OLFO rule of Section 2.1) is proposed in 21]. The development of open{loop adaptive rules similar to (38) is currently under study.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1.
The case k = 0 has already been considered, see (18) . Proof of Lemma 1. Proof of (32) .
First, we prove that 8n 1 ; M 0 <s n+1 1 <s n 1 ands 1 n <s 1 n+1 < M :
(44) For n = 1,s 1 1 = EfXg, and thus M 0 <s 1 1 < M (since ( ) is nondegenerate and EfXg is nite).
Assume that M 0 <s n 1 (which is true for n = 1). It implies h(M 0 ) > h(s n 1 ), see (25) . Equations (28) and (23) 
Since 8n 1,s 1 n =~ 1 n?1 ?~ 0 n =~ 1 n?1 , (45) givess 1 n+1 ?s 1 n =~ 1 n ?~ 1 n?1 = h(s 1 n ) and therefores 1 n <s 1 n+1 < M. This completes the proof of (44).
We prove now (32) by induction on n. First note that (44) with n = 1 corresponds to (32) with n = 2. Assume that (32) is true for n; that is, M 0 <s k+1 m <s k m <s k m+1 < M ; k + m = n ; k 1 ; m 1 : Table 6 : Values of j;k n (method of paired comparisons) for strategies S 1 to S 6 (N = 50, n = 10, 1000 repetitions) 34 FIGURE CAPTIONS: Fig. 1 : Evolution of the expected gain as a function of time with three items to be selected: optimal sequential decisions (full line), OLFO decisions (dashed line) optimal non-sequential decision (dotted line). The density of X is ' 1 ( ) Fig. 2 : Evolution of the expected gain as a function of time with three items to be selected: optimal sequential decisions (full line), OLFO decisions (dashed line) optimal non-sequential decision (dotted line). The density of X is ' 2 ( ) Fig. 3 : Evolution of the expected gain as a function of time with three items to be selected: the true density is ' 1 ( ) and optimal decisions are for ' 2 ( ) (full line), the true density is ' 2 ( ) and optimal decisions are for ' 1 ( ) (dashed line) 
